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7

Precision Measurements with a
High-Intensity Neutrino Beam

The LBNE near neutrino detector provides scientific value beyond its essential role of cal-
ibrating beam and neutrino interaction properties for the long-baseline physics program
described in Chapter 4. By virtue of the theoretically clean, purely weak leptonic processes
involved, neutrino beams have historically served as unique probes for new physics in their
interactions with matter. The high intensity and broad energy range of the LBNE beam will
open the door for a highly capable near detector to perform its own diverse program of
incisive investigations.

The reduction of systematic uncertainties for the neutrino oscillation program requires excellent
resolution in the reconstruction of neutrino events. Combined with the unprecedented neutrino
fluxes available — which will allow the collection of O(108) inclusive neutrino charged current
(CC) interactions for 1022 protons-on-target (POT) just downstream of the beamline — the near
detector (ND) will significantly enhance the LBNE long-baseline oscillation program and produce
a range of short-baseline neutrino scattering physics measurements. The combined statistics and
resolution expected in the ND will allow precise tests of fundamental interactions resulting in a
better understanding of the structure of matter.

Table 7.1 lists the expected number of beam-neutrino interactions per ton of detector at the LBNE
ND site, located 459 m downstream from the target.

This chapter presents a short description of some of the studies that can be performed with LBNE’s
fine-grained near neutrino detector and gives a flavor of the outstanding physics potential. A more
detailed and complete discussion of the ND physics potential can be found in [1].

Appendix B describes neutrino scattering kinematics and includes definitions of the kinematic
variables used in this chapter.

7.1 Precision Measurements with Long-Baseline Oscilla-
tions

From the studies of uncertainties and the impact of the spectral shape presented in Section 4.3.2, it
is evident that to fully realize the goals of the full LBNE scientific program — in particular, sen-
sitivity to CP violation and the precision measurement of the three-flavor oscillation parameters
— it is necessary to characterize the expected unoscillated neutrino flux with high precision. In
addition to the precise determination of the neutrino flux, shape and flavor composition, the char-
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164 7 Precision Measurements with a High-Intensity Neutrino Beam

Table 7.1: Estimated interaction rates in the neutrino (second column) and antineutrino (third column)
beams per ton of detector (water) for 1× 1020 POT at 459 m assuming neutrino cross-section predictions
from NUANCE [2] and a 120-GeV proton beam using the CDR reference design. Processes are defined
at the initial neutrino interaction vertex and thus do not include final-state effects. These estimates do not
include detector efficiencies or acceptance [3,4].

Production mode νµ Events νµ Events
CC QE (νµn→ µ−p) 50,100 26,300
NC elastic (νµN → νµN ) 18,800 8,980
CC resonant π+ (νµN → µ−Nπ+) 67,800 0
CC resonant π− (νµN → µ+Nπ−) 0 20,760
CC resonant π0 (νµn→ µ− pπ0) 16,200 6,700
NC resonant π0 (νµN → νµN π0) 16,300 7,130
NC resonant π+ (νµp→ νµ nπ

+) 6,930 3,200
NC resonant π− (νµn→ νµ pπ

−) 5,980 2,570
CC DIS (νµN → µ−X or νµN → µ+X ,W > 2) 66,800 13,470
NC DIS (νµN → νµX or νµN → νµX ,W > 2) 24,100 5,560
NC coherent π0 (νµA→ νµAπ

0 or νµA→ νµAπ
0 ) 2,040 1,530

CC coherent π+ (νµA→ µ−Aπ+) 3,920 0
CC coherent π− (νµA→ µ+Aπ−) 0 2,900
NC resonant radiative decay (N∗ → Nγ) 110 50
NC elastic electron (νµe− → νµe

− or νµe− → νµe
−) 30 17

Inverse Muon Decay (νµe→ µ−νe) 12 0
Other 42,600 15,800

Total CC (rounded) 236,000 81,000
Total NC+CC (rounded) 322,000 115,000

acterization of different neutrino interactions and interaction cross sections on a liquid argon target
is necessary to estimate physics backgrounds to the oscillation measurements. The high-resolution
near tracking detector described in Section 3.5 can measure the unoscillated flux normalization,
shape and flavor to a few percent using systematically independent techniques that are discussed
in the following sections.

7.1.1 Determination of the Relative Neutrino and Antineutrino Flux

The most promising method of determining the shape of the νµ and νµ flux is by measuring CC
events with low hadronic-energy deposition (low-ν) where ν is the total energy of the hadrons that
are produced after a neutrino interaction, Eν − Eµ. It is important to note that not all the hadrons
escape the remnant nucleus, and intranuclear effects will smear the visible energy of the hadronic
system. A method of relative flux determination known as low-ν0 — where ν0 is a given value
of visible hadronic energy in the interaction that is selected to minimize the fraction of the total
interaction energy carried by the hadronic system — is well developed [5]. The method follows
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7.1 Precision Measurements with Long-Baseline Oscillations 165

from the general expression of the ν-nucleon differential cross section:
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where the coefficients areA = F2,B = (F2±F3)/2, C = (F2∓F3)/6, andFi =
∫ 1

0
∫ ν0
0 Fi(x)dxdν

is the integral of structure function Fi(x). The dynamics of neutrino-nucleon scattering implies that
the number of events in a given energy bin with hadronic energy Ehad < ν0 is proportional to the
(anti)neutrino flux in that energy bin up to corrections O(ν0/Eν) and O(ν0/Eν)2. The number
N (ν < ν0) is therefore proportional to the flux up to correction factors of the order O(ν0/Eν) or
smaller, which are not significant for small values of ν0 at energies ≥ ν0. The coefficients A, B
and C are determined for each energy bin and neutrino flavor within the ND data.

LBNE’s primary interest is the relative flux determination, i.e., the neutrino flux in one energy
bin relative to that in another; variations in the coefficients do not affect the relative flux. The
prescription for the relative flux determination is simple: count the number of neutrino CC events
below a certain small value of hadronic energy (ν0). The observed number of events, up to the
correction of the orderO(ν0/Eν) due to the finite ν0 in each total visible energy bin, is proportional
to the relative flux. The smaller the factor ν0/Eν is, the smaller is the correction. Furthermore, the
energy of events passing the low-ν0 cut is dominated by the corresponding lepton energy.

It is apparent from the above discussion that this method of relative flux determination is not very
sensitive to nucleon structure, QCD corrections or types of neutrino interactions such as scaling or
nonscaling. With the excellent granularity and resolution foreseen in the low-density magnetized
tracker, it will be possible to use a value of ν0 ∼0.5 GeV or lower, thus allowing flux predictions
down toEν ∼0.5 GeV. A preliminary analysis with the high-resolution tracker achieved a precision
≤ 2% on the relative νµ flux with the low-ν0 method in the energy region 1 ≤ Eν ≤ 30 GeV in
the fit with ν0 < 0.5 GeV. Similar uncertainties are expected for the νµ component (the dominant
one) in the antineutrino beam mode (negative focusing).

7.1.2 Determination of the Flavor Content of the Beam: νµ, νµ, νe, νe

The empirical parameterization of the pion and kaon neutrino parents produced from the proton
target, determined from the low-ν0 flux at the ND, allows prediction of the νµ and νµ flux at the
far detector location. This parameterization provides a measure of the π+/K+/µ+(π−/K−/µ−)
distributions of neutrino parents of the beam observed in the ND. Additionally, with the capability
to identify νe CC interactions, it is possible to directly extract the elusive K0

L content of the beam.
Therefore, an accurate measurement of the νµ, νµ and νe CC interactions provides a prediction of
the νe content of the beam, which is an irreducible background for the νe appearance search in the
far detector:
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166 7 Precision Measurements with a High-Intensity Neutrino Beam

νe ≡ µ+(π+ → νµ)⊕K+(K+ → νµ)⊕K0
L (7.2)

νe ≡ µ−(π− → νµ)⊕K−(K− → νµ)⊕K0
L (7.3)

The µ component is well constrained from νµ(νµ) CC data at low energy, while theK± component
is only partially constrained by the νµ(νµ) CC data at high energy and requires external hadro-
production measurements ofK±/π± ratios at low energy from hadro-production experiments such
as MIPP [6] and NA61 [7]. Finally, the K0

L component can be constrained by the νe CC data
and by external dedicated measurements at hadron-production experiments. In the energy range
1(5) ≤ Eν ≤ 5(15) GeV, the approximate relative contributions to the νe spectrum are 85% (55%)
from µ+, 10% (30%) from K+ and 3% (15%) from K0

L.

Based on the NOMAD experience, a precision of ≤ 0.1% on the flux ratio νe/νµ is expected at
high energies. Taking into account the projected precision of the νµ flux discussed in Section 7.1.1,
this translates into an absolute prediction for the νe flux at the level of 2%.

Finally, the fine-grained ND can directly identify νe CC interactions from the LBNE beam. The
relevance of this measurement is twofold:

1. It provides an independent validation for the flux predictions obtained from the low-ν0

method.

2. It can further constrain the uncertainty on the knowledge of the absolute νe flux.

7.1.3 Constraining the Unoscillated ν Spectral Shape with the QE Interaction

In any long-baseline neutrino oscillation program, including LBNE, the quasi-elastic (QE) inter-
actions are special. First, the QE cross section is substantial at lower energies [8]. Second, because
of the simple topology (a µ− and a proton), the visible interaction energy provides, to first order, a
close approximation to the neutrino energy (Eν). In the context of a fine-grained tracker, a precise
measurement of QE will impose direct constraints on nuclear effects related to both the primary and
final-state interaction (FSI) dynamics (Section 7.6), which can affect the overall neutrino energy
scale and, thus, the entire oscillation program. To this end, the key to reconstructing a high-quality
sample of νµ QE interactions is the two-track topology where both final-state particles are visible:
µ− and p. A high-resolution ND can efficiently identify the recoil proton and measure its momen-
tum vector as well as dE/dx. Preliminary studies indicate that in a fine-grained tracking detector
the efficiency (purity) for the proton reconstruction in QE events is 52% (82%). A comparison
between the neutrino energy reconstructed from the muon momentum through the QE kinematics
(assuming a free target nucleon) with the visible neutrino energy measured as the sum of µ and p
energies is sensitive to both nuclear effects and FSI. Furthermore, comparing the two-track sample
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7.1 Precision Measurements with Long-Baseline Oscillations 167

(µ and p) with the single-track sample (in which only µ is reconstructed) empirically constrains
the rate of FSI.

7.1.4 Low-Energy Absolute Flux: Neutrino-Electron NC Scattering

Neutrino neutral current (NC) interaction with the atomic electron in the target, νµe− → νµe
−,

provides an elegant measure of the absolute flux. The total cross section for NC elastic scattering
off electrons is given by [9]:

σ(νle→ νle) =
G2
µmeEν

2π

[
1− 4 sin2 θW + 16

3 sin4 θW

]
, (7.4)

σ(νle→ νle) =
G2
µmeEν

2π

[1
3 −

4
3 sin2 θW + 16

3 sin4 θW

]
, (7.5)

where θW is the weak mixing angle (WMA). For the currently known value of sin2 θW ' 0.23,
the above cross sections are very small: ∼ 10−42(Eν/GeV) cm2. The NC elastic scattering off
electrons can be used to determine the absolute flux normalization since the cross section only
depends on the knowledge of sin2 θW . Within the Standard Model, the value of sin2 θW at the
average momentum transfer expected at LBNE, Q ∼ 0.07 GeV, can be extrapolated down from
the LEP/SLC∗ measurements with a precision of≤ 1%. The νµe− → νµe

− will produce a single e−

collinear with the ν-beam (≤ 40 mrad). The background, dominated by the asymmetric conversion
of a photon in an ordinary ν-nucleon NC event, will produce e− and e+ in equal measure with much
broader angular distribution. A preliminary analysis of the expected elastic scattering signal in the
high-resolution tracking ND shows that the scattering signal can be selected with an efficiency
of about 60% with a small background contaminant. The measurement will be dominated by the
statistical error. The determination of the absolute flux of the LBNE neutrinos is estimated to reach
a precision of ' 2.5% for Eν ≤ 10 GeV. The measurement of NC elastic scattering off electrons
can only provide the integral of all neutrino flavors.

7.1.5 High-Energy Absolute Flux: Neutrino-Electron CC Scattering

The νµ-e− CC interaction, νµ+e− → µ−+νe (inverse muon decay or IMD), offers an elegant way
to determine the absolute flux. Given the energy threshold needed for this process, IMD requires
Eν ≥ 10.8 GeV. The high-resolution ND in the LBNE neutrino beam will observe ≥ 2,000 IMD
events in three years. The reconstruction efficiency of the single, energetic forward µ− will be ≥
98%; the angular resolution of the IMD µ is ≤ 1 mrad. The background, primarily from the νµ-
QE interactions, can be precisely constrained using control samples. In particular, the systematic
limitations of the CCFR ([10,11]) and the CHARM-II [12] IMD measurements can be substantially

∗LEP was the Large Electron-Positron Collider at CERN that operated from 1989 to 2000 and provided a detailed
study of the electroweak interaction.
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168 7 Precision Measurements with a High-Intensity Neutrino Beam

alleviated in LBNE with the proposed ND design. A preliminary analysis indicates that the absolute
flux can be determined with an accuracy of ≈ 3% for Eν ≥ 11 GeV (average Eν ≈25 GeV).

7.1.6 Low-Energy Absolute Flux: QE in Water and Heavy-Water Targets

Another independent method to extract the absolute flux is through the QE-CC scattering (νµn(p)→
µ−p(n)) on deuterium at low Q2. Neglecting terms in (mµ/Mn)2 at Q2 = 0, the QE cross section
is independent of neutrino energy for (2EνMn)1/2 > mµ:

dσ

dQ2 | Q
2 = 0 |=

G2
µ cos2 θc

2π
[
F 2

1 (0) +G2
A(0)

]
= 2.08× 10−38 cm2GeV−2, (7.6)

which is determined by neutron β decay and has a theoretical uncertainty < 1%. The flux can be
extracted experimentally by measuring lowQ2 QE interactions (≤ 0.05 GeV) and extrapolating the
result to the limit ofQ2 = 0. The measurement requires a deuterium (or hydrogen for antineutrino)
target to minimize the smearing due to Fermi motion and other nuclear effects. This requirement
can only be achieved by using both H2O and D2O targets embedded in the fine-grained tracker
and extracting the events produced in deuterium by statistical subtraction of the larger oxygen
component. The experimental resolution on the muon and proton momentum and angle is crucial.
Dominant uncertainties of the method are related to the extrapolation to Q2 = 0, to the theoret-
ical cross section on deuterium, to the experimental resolution and to the statistical subtraction.
Sensitivity studies and the experimental requirements are under study.

7.1.7 Neutral Pions, Photons and π± in NC and CC Events

The principal background to the νe and νe appearance comes from the NC events where a photon
from the π0 decay produces a signature similar to that produced by νe-induced electron; the second
source of background is due to π0’s from νµ CC where the µ− evades identification — typically at
high yBj . Since the energy spectra of NC and CC interactions are different, it is critical for the ND
to measure π0’s in NC and CC interactions in the full kinematic phase space.

The proposed ND is designed to measure π0’s with high accuracy in three topologies:

1. Both photons convert in the tracker ('25%).

2. One photon converts in the tracker and the other in the calorimeter ('50%).

3. Both photons convert in the calorimeter; the first two topologies afford the best resolution
because the tracker provides precise γ-direction measurement.

The π0 reconstruction efficiency in the proposed fine-grained tracker is expected to be ≥75% if
photons that reach the ECAL are included. By contrasting the π0 mass in the tracker versus in the
calorimeter, the relative efficiencies of photon reconstruction will be well constrained.
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7.1 Precision Measurements with Long-Baseline Oscillations 169

Finally, the π± track momentum and dE/dx information will be measured by the tracker. An in
situ determination of the charged pions in the νµ/νµ CC events — with µID and without µID
— and in the ν NC events is crucial to constrain the systematic error associated with the νµ( νµ)
disappearance, especially at low Eν .

7.1.8 Signal and Background Predictions for the Far Detector

In order to achieve reliable predictions for signal and backgrounds in the far detector, near detec-
tor measurements — including (anti)neutrino fluxes, nuclear cross sections and detector smearing
— must be unfolded and extrapolated to the far detector location. The geometry of the beam and
detectors (point source versus extended source) as well as the expected neutrino oscillations imply
differences in the (anti)neutrino fluxes in the near and far detectors. These differences, in turn, will
result in increased sensitivity of the long-baseline analysis to cross-section uncertainties, in partic-
ular between neutrinos and antineutrinos and for exclusive background topologies. Furthermore,
the much higher event rates at the near site and the smaller detector size (i.e., reduced containment)
make it virtually impossible to achieve identical measurement conditions in both the near and far
detectors. However, as discussed in Sections 7.1.1 to 7.1.7, the energy, angular and space reso-
lution of the low-density ND are key factors in reducing the systematic uncertainties achievable
on the event predictions for the far detector; the ND can offer a precise in situ measurement of
the absolute flux of all flavor components of the beam, νµ, νe, ν̄µ, ν̄e, resulting in constraints on the
parent π±/K±/µ± distributions. In addition, measurements of momenta and energies of final-state
particles produced in (anti)neutrino interactions will allow a detailed study of exclusive topologies
affecting the signal and background rates in the far detector. All of these measurements will be used
to cross-check and fine-tune the simulation programs needed for the actual extrapolation from the
near to the far detector.

It is important to note that several of these techniques have already been used and proven to work in
neutrino experiments such as MINOS [13] and NOMAD [14,15,16]. The higher segmentation and
resolution in the LBNE ND with respect to past experiments will increase the available information
about the (anti)neutrino event topologies, allowing further reduction of systematic uncertainties
both in the ND measurements and in the Monte Carlo extrapolation.

For a more detailed discussion of the impact of ND measurements on the long-baseline oscillation
analysis see Section 4.3.2.
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170 7 Precision Measurements with a High-Intensity Neutrino Beam

7.2 Electroweak Precision Measurements

Neutrinos and antineutrinos are the most effective probes for investigating electroweak
physics. Interest in a precise determination of the weak mixing angle (sin2 θW ) at LBNE
energies via neutrino scattering is twofold: (1) it provides a direct measurement of neutrino
couplings to the Z boson and (2) it probes a different scale of momentum transfer than LEP
did by virtue of not being at the Z boson mass peak.

The weak mixing angle can be extracted experimentally from three main NC physics processes:

1. deep inelastic scattering off quarks inside nucleons: νN → νX

2. elastic scattering off electrons: νe− → νe−

3. elastic scattering off protons: νp→ νp

Figure 7.1 shows the Feynman diagrams corresponding to the three processes.

ν ν

q, q q, q

Z0

ν ν

e− e−

Z0

ν ν

N N

Z0

Figure 7.1: Feynman diagrams for the three main neutral current processes that can be used to extract
sin2 θW with the LBNE near detector. From left, deep inelastic scattering off quarks, elastic scattering off
electrons and elastic scattering off nucleons.

7.2.1 Deep Inelastic Scattering

The most precise measurement of sin2 θW in neutrino deep inelastic scattering (DIS) comes from
the NuTeV experiment, which reported a value that is 3σ from the Standard Model [17]. The
LBNE ND can perform a similar analysis in the DIS channel by measuring the ratio of NC and CC
interactions induced by neutrinos:

Rν ≡ σνNC
σνCC

' ρ2
(1

2 − sin2 θW + 5
9 (1 + r) sin4 θW

)
. (7.7)

Here ρ is the relative coupling strength of the neutral-to-charged current interactions (ρ = 1 at tree-
level in the Standard Model) and r is the ratio of antineutrino to neutrino cross section (r ∼ 0.5).
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The absolute sensitivity of Rν to sin2 θW is 0.7, which implies that a measurement of Rν to 1%
precision would in turn provide a 1.4% precision on sin2 θW . This technique was used by the
CDHS [18], CHARM [19] and CCFR [20] experiments. In contrast to the NuTeV experiment, the
antineutrino interactions cannot be used for this analysis at LBNE due to the large number of νµ
DIS interactions in the νµ beam compared to the νµ DIS interactions.

The measurement of sin2 θW from DIS interactions can only be performed with a low-density
magnetized tracker since an accurate reconstruction of the NC event kinematics and of the ν CC
interactions are crucial for keeping the systematic uncertainties on the event selection under con-
trol. The analysis selects events in the ND after imposing a cut on the visible hadronic energy of
Ehad > 5 GeV (the CHARM analysis had Ehad > 4 GeV). With an exposure of 5×1021 POT in the
120-GeV beam using the CDR reference design, about 7.7×106 CC events and 2.4×106 NC events
are expected, giving a statistical precision of 0.074% onRν and 0.1% on sin2 θW (Table 7.2).

Table 7.2: Comparison of uncertainties on the Rν measurement between NuTeV and LBNE with a 5 t
fiducial mass after an exposure of 5 × 1021 POT (5 year) with the CDR reference 120-GeV beam. The
corresponding relative uncertainties on sin2 θW must be multiplied by a factor of 1.4, giving for LBNE a
projected overall precision of 0.35%.

Source of uncertainty δRν/Rν Comments
NuTeV LBNE

Data statistics 0.00176 0.00074
Monte Carlo statistics 0.00015
Total Statistics 0.00176 0.00074

νe, νe flux (∼ 1.7%) 0.00064 0.00010 e−/e+ identification
Energy measurement 0.00038 0.00040
Shower length model 0.00054 n.a.
Counter efficiency, noise 0.00036 n.a.
Interaction vertex 0.00056 n.a.
νµ flux n.a. 0.00070 Large ν̄ contamination
Kinematic selection n.a. 0.00060 Kinematic identification of NC
Experimental systematics 0.00112 0.00102

d,s→c, s-sea 0.00227 0.00140 Based on existing knowledge
Charm sea 0.00013 n.a.
r = σν/σν 0.00018 n.a.
Radiative corrections 0.00013 0.00013
Non-isoscalar target 0.00010 N.A.
Higher twists 0.00031 0.00070 Lower Q2 values
RL (F2, FT , xF3) 0.00115 0.00140 Lower Q2 values
Nuclear correction 0.00020
Model systematics 0.00258 0.00212

Total 0.00332 0.00247
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The use of a low-density magnetized tracker can substantially reduce systematic uncertainties com-
pared to a massive calorimeter. Table 7.2 shows a comparison of the different uncertainties on the
measured Rν between NuTeV and LBNE. While NuTeV measured both Rν and Rν , the largest
experimental uncertainty in the measurement of Rν is related to the subtraction of the νe CC con-
tamination from the NC sample. Since the low-density tracker at LBNE can efficiently reconstruct
the electron tracks, the νe CC interactions can be identified on an event-by-event basis, reducing
the corresponding uncertainty to a negligible level. Similarly, uncertainties related to the location
of the interaction vertex, noise, counter efficiency and so on are removed by the higher resolution
and by changing the analysis selection. The experimental selection at LBNE will be dominated
by two uncertainties: the knowledge of the νµ flux and the kinematic selection of NC interactions.
The former is relevant due to the larger NC/CC ratio for antineutrinos. The total experimental
systematic uncertainty on sin2 θW is expected to be about 0.14%.

The measurement of Rν will be dominated by theoretical systematic uncertainties on the struc-
ture functions of the target nucleons. The estimate of these uncertainties for LBNE is based upon
the extensive work performed for the NOMAD analysis and includes a Next-to-Next-Leading-
Order (NNLO) QCD calculation of structure functions (NLO for charm production) [21,22,23],
parton distribution functions (PDFs) extracted from dedicated low-Q global fits, high-twist con-
tributions [21], electroweak corrections [24] and nuclear corrections [25,26,27]. The charm quark
production in CC, which has been the dominant source of uncertainty in all past determinations
of sin2 θW from νN DIS, is reduced to about 4% of the total νµ CC DIS for Ehad > 5 GeV with
the low-energy beam spectrum at LBNE. This number translates into a systematic uncertainty of
0.14% on Rν (Table 7.2), assuming the current knowledge of the charm production cross section.
It is worth noting that the recent measurement of charm dimuon production by the NOMAD ex-
periment allowed a reduction of the uncertainty on the strange sea distribution to ∼ 3% and on the
charm quark mass mc to ∼ 75 MeV [16]. The lower neutrino energies available at LBNE reduce
the accessible Q2 values with respect to NuTeV, increasing in turn the effect of non-perturbative
contributions (high twists) and RL. The corresponding uncertainties are reduced by the recent
studies of low-Q structure functions and by improved modeling with respect to the NuTeV anal-
ysis (NNLO vs. LO). The total model systematic uncertainty on sin2 θW is expected to be about
0.21% with the reference beam configuration. The corresponding total uncertainty on the value of
sin2 θW extracted from νN DIS is 0.35%.

Most of the model uncertainties will be constrained by dedicated in situ measurements using the
large CC samples and employing improvements in theory that will have evolved over the course
of the experiment. The low-density tracker will collect about 350,000 neutrino-induced inclusive
charm events in a five-year run with the 120-GeV 1.2-MW beam. The precise reconstruction of
charged tracks will allow measurement of exclusive decay modes of charmed hadrons (e.g., D∗+)
and measurement of charm fragmentation and production parameters. The average semileptonic
branching ratioBµ is of order 5% with the low-energy LBNE beam, and the low-density ND will be
able to reconstruct both the µµ and µe decay channels. Currently, the most precise sample of 15,400
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dimuon events has been collected by the NOMAD experiment. Finally, precision measurements of
CC structure functions in the LBNE ND would further reduce the uncertainties on PDFs and on
high-twist contributions.

The precision that can be achieved from νN DIS interactions is limited by both the event rates
and the energy spectrum of the standard beam configuration. The high-statistics beam exposure
with the low-energy default beam-running configuration (described in Chapter 3) combined with a
dedicated run with the high-energy beam option would increase the statistics by more than a factor
of ten. This major step forward would not only reduce the statistical uncertainty to a negligible
level, but would provide large control samples and precision auxiliary measurements to reduce
the systematic uncertainties on structure functions. The two dominant systematic uncertainties,
charm production in CC interactions and low Q2 structure functions, are essentially defined by
the available data at present. Overall, the use of a high-energy beam with upgraded intensity can
potentially improve the precision achievable on sin2 θW from νN DIS to better than 0.2%.

7.2.2 Elastic Scattering

A second independent measurement of sin2 θW can be obtained from NC νµe elastic scattering.
This channel has lower systematic uncertainties since it does not depend on knowledge of the
structure of nuclei, but it has limited statistics due to its very low cross section. The value of
sin2 θW can be extracted from the ratio of interactions [9] as follows:

Rνe(Q2) ≡ σ(νµe→ νµe)
σ(νµe→ νµe)

(Q2) ' 1− 4 sin2 θW + 16 sin4 θW
3− 12 sin2 θW + 16 sin4 θW

, (7.8)

in which systematic uncertainties related to the selection and the electron identification cancel out.
The absolute sensitivity of this ratio to sin2 θW is 1.79, which implies that a measurement of Rνe

to 1% precision would provide a measurement of sin2 θW to 0.65% precision.

The best measurement of NC elastic scattering off electrons was performed by CHARM II, which
observed 2677±82 ν and 2752±88 ν events [28]. The CHARM II analysis was characterized by a
sizable uncertainty related to the extrapolation of the background into the signal region.

The event selection for NC elastic scattering is described in Section 7.1.4. Since the NC elastic
scattering off electrons is also used for the absolute flux normalization, the WMA analysis can be
performed only with the low-density, magnetized tracker in conjunction with a large liquid argon
detector. In the case of the flux normalization measurement, the total reconstructed statistics is lim-
ited to about 4,500 (2,800) ν(ν̄) events. These numbers do not allow a competitive determination
of sin2 θW by using the magnetized tracker alone. However, a 100-t liquid argon detector in the ND
would be expected to collect about 90,000 (60,000) reconstructed ν(ν) events with the standard
beam, and an additional factor of two with an upgraded 2.3-MW beam.

A combined analysis of both detectors can achieve the optimal sensitivity: the fine-grained tracker
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is used to reduce systematic uncertainties (measurement of backgrounds and calibration), while
the liquid argon detector provides the statistics required for a competitive measurement. Overall,
the use of the complementary liquid argon detector can provide a statistical accuracy on sin2 θW
of about 0.3%. However, the extraction of the WMA is dominated by the systematic uncertainty
on the νµ/νµ flux ratio in Equation (7.8). This uncertainty has been evaluated with the low-ν0

method for the flux extraction and a systematic uncertainty of about 1% was obtained on the ratio
of the νµ/νµ flux integrals. An improved precision on this quantity could be achieved from a
measurement of the ratios π−/π+ and ρ−/ρ+ from coherent production in the fine-grained tracker.
Due to the excellent angular and momentum resolution and to large cancellations of systematic
uncertainties, preliminary studies indicate that an overall precision of about 0.3% can be achieved
on the νµ/νµ flux ratio using coherent production.
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Figure 7.2: Expected sensitivity to the measurement of sin2 θW from the LBNE ND with the reference
1.2-MW beam and an exposure of 5 × 1021 POT with a neutrino beam (five years) and 5 × 1021 POT
with an antineutrino beam (five years). The curve shows the Standard Model prediction as a function of
the momentum scale [29]. Previous measurements from Atomic Parity Violation [30,31], Moeller scattering
(E158 [32]), ν DIS (NuTeV [17]) and the combined Z pole measurements (LEP/SLC) [31] are also shown
for comparison. The use of a high-energy beam tune can reduce the LBNE uncertainties by almost a factor
of two.

Together, the DIS and the NC elastic scattering channels involve substantially different scales of
momentum transfer, providing a tool to test the running of sin2 θW in a single experiment. To
this end, the study of NC elastic scattering off protons can provide additional information since
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it occurs at a momentum scale that is intermediate between the two other processes. Figure 7.2
summarizes the target sensitivity from the LBNE ND, compared with existing measurements as a
function of the momentum scale.

In the near future, another precision measurement of sin2 θW is expected from the Qweak experi-
ment [33] at Jefferson Laboratory. From the measurement of parity-violating asymmetry in elastic
electron-proton scattering, the Qweak experiment should achieve a precision of 0.3% on sin2 θW
at Q2 = 0.026 GeV2. It should be noted that the Qweak measurement is complementary to those
from neutrino scattering given the different scale of momentum transfer and the fact that neutrino
measurements are the only direct probe of the Z coupling to neutrinos. With the 12-GeV upgrade
of Jefferson Laboratory, the Qweak experiment [34] could potentially reach precisions on the order
of 0.2-0.1 %.

7.3 Observation of the Nucleon’s Strangeness Content

The strange-quark content of the proton and its contribution to the proton spin remain enig-
matic [35]. The question is whether the strange quarks contribute substantially to the vector
and axial-vector currents of the nucleon. A large observed value of the strange-quark con-
tribution to the nucleon spin (axial current), ∆s, would enhance our understanding of the
proton structure.

The spin structure of the nucleon also affects the couplings of axions and supersymmetric
particles to dark matter.

7.3.1 Strange Form Factors of Nucleons

The strange quark vector elastic form factors† of the nucleon have been measured to high precision
in parity-violating electron scattering (PVES) at Jefferson Lab, Mainz and elsewhere. A recent
global analysis [36] of PVES data finds a strange magnetic moment µs = 0.37 ± 0.79 (in units
of the nucleon magneton), so that the strange quark contribution to proton magnetic moment is
less than 10%. For the strange electric charge radius parameter, ρs, one finds a very small value,
ρs = −0.03 ± 0.63 GeV−2, consistent with zero. Both results are consistent with theoretical
expectations based on lattice QCD and phenomenology [37].

In contrast, the strange axial vector form factors are poorly determined. A global study of PVES

†Nucleon form factors describe the scattering amplitudes off different partons in a nucleon. They are usually given as
a function of Q2 the momentum transfer to the nucleon from the scattering lepton (since the structure of the nucleon
looks different depending on the energy of the probe).
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data [36] finds G̃N
A (Q2) = g̃NA (1 +Q2/M2

A)2, where MA = 1.026 GeV is the axial dipole mass,
with the effective proton and neutron axial charges g̃pA = −0.80± 1.68 and g̃nA = 1.65± 2.62.

The strange quark axial form factor at Q2 = 0 is related to the spin carried by strange quarks, ∆s.
Currently the world data on the spin-dependent g1 structure function constrain ∆s to be ≈ −0.055
at a scale Q2 = 1 GeV2, with a significant fraction coming from the region x < 0.001.

An independent extraction of ∆s, which does not rely on the difficult measurements of the g1 struc-
ture function at very small values of the Bjorken variable x, can be obtained from (anti)neutrino NC
elastic scattering off protons (Figure 7.3). Indeed, this process provides the most direct measure-
ment of ∆s. The differential cross section for NC-elastic and CC-QE scattering of (anti)neutrinos
from protons can be written as:

dσ

dQ2 =
G2
µ

2π
Q2

E2
ν

(
A±BW + CW 2

)
; W = 4Eν/Mp −Q2/M2

p , (7.9)

where the positive (negative) sign is for neutrino (antineutrino) scattering and the coefficientsA,B,
and C contain the vector and axial form factors as follows:

A = 1
4
[
G2

1 (1 + τ)−
(
F 2

1 − τF 2
2

)
(1− τ) + 4τF1F2

]
B = −1

4G1 (F1 + F2)

C = 1
16
M2

p

Q2

(
G2

1 + F 2
1 + τF 2

2

)

The axial-vector form factor, G1, for NC scattering can be written as the sum of the known axial
form factor GA plus a strange form factor Gs

A:

G1 =
[
−GA

2 + Gs
A

2

]
, (7.10)

while the NC vector form factors can be written as:

F1,2 =
[(1

2 − sin2 θW

) (
F p

1,2 − F n
1,2

)
− sin2 θW

(
F p

1,2 + F n
1,2

)
− 1

2F
s
1,2

]
, (7.11)

where F p(n)
1 is the Dirac form factor of the proton (neutron), F p(n)

2 is the corresponding Pauli form
factor, and F s

1,2 are the strange-vector form factors. These latter form factors are expected to be
small from the PVES measurements summarized above. In the limit Q2 → 0, the differential cross
section is proportional to the square of the axial-vector form factor dσ/dQ2 ∝ G2

1 and Gs
A → ∆s.

The value of ∆s can therefore be extracted experimentally by extrapolating the NC differential
cross section to Q2 = 0.
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7.3.2 Extraction of the Strange Form Factors

Previous neutrino scattering experiments have been limited by the statistics and by the systematic
uncertainties on background subtraction. One of the earliest measurements available comes from
the analysis of 951 NC νp and 776 NC νp collected by the experiment BNL E734 [38,39,40]. There
are also more recent results with high statistics from MiniBooNE where a measurement of ∆s
was carried out using neutrino NC elastic scattering with 94,531 νN events [41]. The MiniBooNE
measurement was limited by the inability to distinguish the proton and neutron from νN scattering.
The LBNE neutrino beam will be sufficiently intense that a measurement of NC elastic scattering
on protons in the fine-grained ND can provide a definitive statement on the contribution of the
strange sea to either the axial or vector form factor.

Systematic uncertainties can be reduced by measuring the NC/CC ratios for both neutrinos and
antineutrinos as a function of Q2:

Rνp(Q2) ≡ σ(νµp→ νµp)
σ(νµn→ µ−p)(Q2); Rνp(Q2) ≡ σ(νµp→ νµp)

σ(νµp→ µ+n)(Q2), (7.12)

Figure 7.3 shows the absolute sensitivity of both ratios to ∆s for different values of Q2. The
sensitivity for Q2 ∼ 0.25 GeV2 is about 1.2 for neutrinos and 1.9 for antineutrinos, which implies
that a measurement of Rνp and Rνp of 1% precision would enable the extraction of ∆s with an
uncertainty of 0.8% and 0.5%, respectively.
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Figure 7.3: Sensitivity (magnitude) of the ratios Rνp (solid) and Rνp (dashed) to a variation of the strange
contribution to the spin of the nucleon, ∆s, as a function of Q2. Values greater than one imply that the
relative uncertainty on ∆s is smaller than that of the corresponding ratio (see text).
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The design of the tracker includes several different nuclear targets. Therefore, most of the neutrino
scattering is from nucleons embedded in a nucleus, requiring nuclear effects to be taken into ac-
count. Fortunately, in the ratio of NC/CC, the nuclear corrections are expected to largely cancel
out. The ∆s analysis requires a good proton reconstruction efficiency as well as high resolution on
both the proton angle and energy. To this end, the low-density tracker can increase the range of the
protons inside the ND, allowing the reconstruction of proton tracks down toQ2 ∼ 0.07 GeV2. This
capability will reduce the uncertainties in the extrapolation of the form factors to the limit Q2 → 0.

Table 7.3 summarizes the expected proton range for the low-density (ρ ∼ 0.1 g cm−3) straw-tube
tracker (STT) in the ND tracking detector design described in Section 3.5. About 2.0(1.2) × 106

νp(νp) events are expected after the selection cuts in the low-density tracker, yielding a statistical
precision on the order of 0.1%.

Table 7.3: Expected proton range for the low-density (ρ ∼0.1 g cm−3) tracker. The first column gives the
proton kinetic energy and the last column the proton momentum. The Q2 value producing Tp is calculated
assuming the struck nucleon is initially at rest.

Tp Q2 Range STT Pp
MeV GeV2/c2 cm GeV/c
20 0.038 4.2 0.195
40 0.075 14.5 0.277
60 0.113 30.3 0.341
80 0.150 50.8 0.395
100 0.188 75.7 0.445

The determination of ∆s in the STT utilizes analysis techniques performed by the FINeSSE Col-
laboration [42] and used by the SciBooNE experiment. In particular, based on the latter, LBNE
expects a purity of about 50%, with background contributions of 20% from neutrons produced
outside of the detector, 10% νn events and 10% NC pion backgrounds. The dominant system-
atic uncertainty will be related to the background subtraction. The low-energy beam spectrum
at LBNE provides the best sensitivity for this measurement since the external background from
neutron-induced proton recoils will be reduced by the strongly suppressed high-energy tail. The
low-density magnetized tracker is expected to increase the purity by reducing the neutron back-
ground and the NC pion background. The outside neutron background, it should be noted, can be
determined using the n → p + π− process in the STT. The sensitivity analysis is still in progress,
however LBNE is confident of achieving a precision on ∆s of about 0.02–0.03.
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7.4 Nucleon Structure and QCD Studies

Precision measurements of (anti)neutrino differential cross sections in the LBNE near de-
tector will provide additional constraints on several key nucleon structure functions that are
complementary to results from electron scattering experiments.

In addition, these measurements would directly improve LBNE’s oscillation measurements
by providing accurate simulation of neutrino interactions in the far detector and offer an
estimate of all background processes that are dependent upon the angular distribution of
the outgoing particles in the far detector. Furthermore, certain QCD analyses — i.e., global
fits used for extraction of parton distribution functions (PDFs) via the differential cross sec-
tions measured in ND data — would constrain the systematic error in precision electroweak
measurements. This would apply not only in neutrino physics but also in hadron collider
measurements.

7.4.1 Determination of the F3 Structure Function and GLS Sum Rule

For quantitative studies of inclusive deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering, it is vital to have
precise measurements of the F3 structure functions as input into global PDF fits. Because it depends
on weak axial quark charges, the F3 structure function can only be measured with neutrino and
antineutrino beams and is unique in its ability to differentiate between the quark and antiquark
content of the nucleon. On a proton target, for instance, the neutrino and antineutrino F3 structure
functions (at leading order in αs) are given by

xF νp
3 (x) = 2x (d(x)− u(x) + s(x) + · · · ) , (7.13)

xF νp
3 (x) = 2x

(
u(x)− d(x)− s(x) + · · ·

)
, (7.14)

xF νn
3 (x) = 2x

(
u(x)− d(x) + s(x) + · · ·

)
, (7.15)

xF νn
3 (x) = 2x (d(x)− u(x)− s(x) + · · · ) . (7.16)

where uv = u− ū and dv = d− d̄ are the valence sea quark distributions. Under the assumption of
a symmetric strange sea, i.e., s(x) = s̄(x), the above expressions show that a measurement of the
average xF3 = (xF νN

3 + xF ν̄N
3 )/2 for neutrino and antineutrino interactions on isoscalar targets

provides a direct determination of the valence quark distributions in the proton. This measurement
is complementary to the measurement of Drell-Yan production at colliders, which is essentially
proportional to the sea quark distributions.
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The first step in the structure function analysis is the measurement of the differential cross section:

1
Eν

dσ2

dxdQ2 = N(x,Q2, Eν)
N(Eν)

σtot/Eν
dxdQ2 (7.17)

where N(x,Q2, Eν) is the number of events in each (x,Q2, Eν) bin and N(Eν) is the number of
events in eachEν bin integrated over x andQ2. The average xF3 structure function can be extracted
by taking the difference between neutrino and antineutrino differential cross sections:

1
Eν

d2σν

dxdQ2 −
1
Eν

d2σν̄

dxdQ2 = 2
[
y
(

1− y

2

)
y

Q2

]
xF3 (7.18)

where xF3 denotes the sum for neutrino and antineutrino interactions.

The determination of the xF3 structure functions will, in turn, allow a precision measurement of
the Gross-Llewellyn-Smith (GLS) QCD sum rule:

SGLS(Q2) = 1
2

∫ 1

0

1
x

[
xF νN

3 + xF ν̄N
3

]
dx

= 3
1− αs(Q2)

π
− a(nf )

(
αs(Q2)
π

)2

− b(nf )
(
αs(Q2)
π

)3
+ ∆HT (7.19)

where αs is the strong coupling constant, nf is the number of quark flavors, a and b are known
functions of nf , and the quantity ∆HT represents higher-twist contributions. The equation above
can be inverted to determine αs(Q2) from the GLS sum rule. The most precise determination of the
GLS sum rule was obtained by the CCFR experiment on an iron target [43] SGLS(Q2 = 3GeV 2) =
2.50± 0.018 ± 0.078. The high-resolution ND combined with the unprecedented statistics would
substantially reduce the systematic uncertainty on the low-x extrapolation of the xF3 structure
functions entering the GLS integral. In addition, the presence of different nuclear targets, as well
as the availability of a target with free protons will allow investigation of isovector and nuclear
corrections, and adding a tool to test isospin (charge) symmetry (Section 7.5).

7.4.2 Determination of the Longitudinal Structure Function FL(x,Q2)

The structure function FL is directly related to the gluon distribution G(x,Q2) of the nucleon, as
can be seen from the Altarelli-Martinelli relation:

FL(x,Q2) = αs(Q2)
π

4
3

∫ 1

x

dy

y

(
x

y

)2

F2(x,Q2) + nf

∫ 1

x

dy

y

(
x

y

)2 (
1− x

y

)
G(y,Q2)

 (7.20)

where nf is the number of parton flavors. In the leading order approximation the longitudinal struc-
ture function FL is zero, while at higher orders a nonzero FL(x,Q2) is originated as a consequence
of the violation of the Callan-Gross relation:

FL(x,Q2) =
(

1 + 4M2x2

Q2

)
F2(x,Q2)− 2xF1(x,Q2) (7.21)
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where 2xF1 = FT is the transverse structure function. A measurement of R = FL/FT is therefore
both a test of perturbative QCD at large x and a clean probe of the gluon density at small x
where the quark contribution is small. A poor knowledge of R, especially at small x, results in
uncertainties in the structure functions extracted from deep inelastic scattering cross sections, and
in turn, in electroweak measurements. It is instructive to compare the low-Q2 behavior of R for
charged-lepton versus neutrino scattering. In both cases CVC implies that FT ∝ Q2 as Q2 → 0.
However, while FL ∝ Q4 for the electromagnetic current, for the weak current FL is dominated
by the finite PCAC (partial conservation of the axial current) contribution [26]. The behavior of
R at Q2 � 1 GeV2 is therefore very different for charged-lepton and neutrino scattering. A new
precision measurement of the Q2 dependence of R with (anti)neutrino data would also clarify
the size of the high-twist contributions to FL and R, which reflect the strength of multi-parton
correlations (qq and qg).

The ratio of longitudinal to transverse structure functions can be measured from the y dependence
of the deep inelastic scattering data. Fits to the following function:

F (x,Q2, ε) = π(1− ε)
y2G2

FMEν

[
d2σν

dxdy
+ d2σν̄

dxdy

]
= 2xF1(x,Q2)

[
1 + εR(x,Q2)

]
(7.22)

have been used by CCFR and NuTeV to determine R = σL/σT . In this equation ε ' 2(1−y)/(1+
(1 − y)2) is the polarization of the virtual W boson. This equation assumes xF ν

3 = xF ν̄
3 , and a

correction must be applied if this is not the case. The values of R are extracted from linear fits to
F versus ε at fixed x and Q2 bins.

7.4.3 Determination of F n
2 and the d/u Ratio of Quark Distribution Functions

Because of the larger electric charge on the u quark than on the d, the electromagnetic proton F2

structure function data provide strong constraints on the u-quark distribution, but are relatively
insensitive to the d-quark distribution. To constrain the d-quark distribution a precise knowledge
of the corresponding F n

2 structure functions of free neutrons is required, which in current prac-
tice is extracted from inclusive deuterium F2 data. At large values of x (x > 0.5) the nuclear
corrections in deuterium become large and, more importantly, strongly model-dependent, leading
to large uncertainties on the resulting d-quark distribution. Using the isospin relation F ν̄p

2 = F νn
2

and F νp
2 = F ν̄n

2 it is possible to obtain a direct determination of F νn
2 and F ν̄n

2 with neutrino and
antineutrino scattering off a target with free protons. This determination is free from model uncer-
tainties related to nuclear targets. The extraction of F νn

2 and F ν̄n
2 will allow a precise extraction on

the d-quark distribution at large x. Existing neutrino data on hydrogen have relatively large errors
and do not extend beyond x ∼ 0.5 [44,45].

The F ν̄p
2 and F νp

2 structure functions can be obtained from interactions on a target with free protons
after subtracting the contributions from xF3 andR. These latter can either be modeled within global
PDF fits or taken from the other two measurements described above. As discussed in Section 7.5
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the LBNE ND can achieve competitive measurements of F ν̄p
2 and F νp

2 with an increase of statistics
of three orders of magnitude with respect to the existing hydrogen data [44,45].

7.4.4 Measurement of Nucleon Structure Functions

At present neutrino scattering measurements of cross sections have considerably larger uncertain-
ties than those of the electromagnetic inclusive cross sections. The measurement of the differential
cross sections [8] is dominated by three uncertainties: (1) muon energy scale, (2) hadron energy
scale, and (3) knowledge of the input (anti)neutrino flux. Table 7.4 shows a comparison of past
and present experiments and the corresponding uncertainties on the energy scales. The most pre-
cise measurements are from the CCFR, NuTeV and NOMAD experiments, which are limited to a
statistics of about 106 neutrino events.

Table 7.4: Summary of past experiments performing structure function measurements. The expected num-
bers in the LBNE near detector for a five-year run with the 1.2-MW 120-GeV reference beam (5 × 1021

POT) are also given for comparison.

Experiment Mass νµ CC Stat. Target Eν (GeV) ∆Eµ ∆EH

CDHS [46] 750 t 107 p,Fe 20-200 2.0% 2.5%
BEBC [47,48] various 5.7×104 p,D,Ne 10-200
CCFR [49,50] 690 t 1.0×106 Fe 30-360 1.0% 1.0%
NuTeV [51] 690 t 1.3×106 Fe 30-360 0.7% 0.43%
CHORUS [52] 100 t 3.6×106 Pb 10-200 2.5% 5.0%
NOMAD [14] 2.7 t 1.3×106 C 5-200 0.2% 0.5%

[16] 18 t 1.2×107 Fe 5-200 0.2% 0.6%
MINOS ND [13] 980 t 3.6×106 Fe 3-50 2-4% 5.6%
LBNE ND 5 t 5.9×107 (C3H6)n 0.5-30 < 0.2% < 0.5%

The MINERνA [53] experiment is expected to provide new structure function measurements on a
number of nuclear targets including He, C, Fe and Pb in the near future. Since the structure function
measurement mainly involves DIS events, the MINERνA measurement will achieve a competitive
statistics after the completion of the new run with the medium-energy beam. MINERνA will fo-
cus on a measurement of the ratio of different nuclear targets to measure nuclear corrections in
(anti)neutrino interactions. It must be noted that the MINERνA experiment relies on the MINOS
ND for muon identification. The corresponding uncertainty on the muon-energy scale (Table 7.4)
is substantially larger than that in other modern experiments, e.g., NuTeV and NOMAD, thus limit-
ing the potential of absolute structure function measurements. Furthermore, the muon-energy scale
is also the dominant source of uncertainty in the determination of the (anti)neutrino fluxes with the
low-ν method. Therefore, the flux uncertainties in MINERνA are expected to be larger than in
NOMAD and NuTeV.
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Given its reference beam design and 1.2-MW proton-beam power, LBNE expects to collect about
2.3× 107 neutrino DIS events and about 4.4× 106 antineutrino DIS events in the ND. These num-
bers correspond to an improvement by more than one order of magnitude with respect to the most
precise past experiments, e.g., NuTeV [51] and NOMAD [14,16]. With these high-statistics sam-
ples, LBNE will be able to significantly reduce the gap between the uncertainties on the weak and
electromagnetic structure functions. A possible high-energy run with the upgraded 2.3-MW beam
would offer a further increase by more than a factor of ten in statistics.

In addition to the large data samples, the use of a high-resolution, low-density spectrometer allows
LBNE to reduce systematic uncertainties with respect to previous measurements. The LBNE ND
is expected to achieve precisions better than 0.2% and 0.5% on the muon- and hadron-energy
scales, respectively. These numbers are based on the results achieved by the NOMAD experiment
(Table 7.4), which had much lower statistics and poorer resolution than is expected in the LBNE
ND. The calibration of the momentum and energy scales will be performed with the large sample of
reconstructed K0

S → ππ, Λ → pπ, and π0 → γγ decays. In addition, the overall hadronic energy
scale can be calibrated by exploiting the well-known structure of the Bjorken y distribution in
(anti)neutrino DIS interactions [14,54]. The relative fluxes as a function of energy can be extracted
to a precision of about 2% with the low-ν method, due to the small uncertainty on the muon-energy
scale. The world average absolute normalization of the differential cross sections σtot/E, is known
to 2.1% precision [55]. However, with the 1.2-MW beam available from the PIP-II upgrades, it will
be possible to improve the absolute normalization using ν-e NC elastic scattering events, coherent
meson production, etc. An overall precision of 1-2% would make (anti)neutrino measurements
comparable to or better than the complementary measurements from charged-lepton DIS.

On the time scale of LBNE, comparable measurements from (anti)neutrino experiments are not
expected, primarily due to the low energy of competing beamlines (J-PARC neutrino beamline
in Japan [56]) or to the poorer resolution of the detectors used (MINERνA [53] , T2K [57],
NOνA [58]). The experimental program most likely to compete with the LBNE ND measure-
ments is the 12-GeV upgrade at Jefferson Laboratory (JLab) [59]. However, it must be emphasized
that the use of electron beams at JLab makes this program complementary to LBNE’s. In particular,
the three topics discussed above are specific to the (anti)neutrino interactions.

Several planned experiments at JLab with the energy-upgraded 12-GeV beam will measure the d/u
ratio from D targets up to x ∼ 0.85, using different methods to minimize the nuclear corrections.
The LBNE measurement will be competitive with the proposed JLab 12-GeV experiments, since
the large statistics expected will allow a precise determination of F νn

2 and F ν̄n
2 up to x ∼ 0.85.

Furthermore, the use of a weak probe coupled with a wide-band beam will provide a broader Q2

range than in JLab experiments, thus allowing a separation of higher twist and other sub-leading
effects in 1/Q2.
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7.5 Tests of Isospin Physics and Sum-Rules

One of the most compelling physics topics accessible to LBNE’s high-resolution near detec-
tor is the isospin physics using neutrino and antineutrino interactions. This physics involves
the Adler sum rule and tests isospin (charge) symmetry in nucleons and nuclei.

The Adler sum rule relates the integrated difference of the antineutrino and neutrino F2 structure
functions to the isospin of the target:

SA(Q2) =
∫ 1

0
dx

[
F ν

2 (x,Q2)− F ν
2 (x,Q2)

]
/(2x) = 2 Iz, (7.23)

where the integration is performed over the entire kinematic range of the Bjorken variable x and
Iz is the projection of the target isospin vector on the quantization axis (z axis). For the proton
SpA = 1 and for the neutron SnA = −1.

In the quark-parton model the Adler sum is the difference between the number of valence u and
d quarks of the target. The Adler sum rule survives the strong-interaction effects because of the
conserved vector current (CVC) and provides an exact relation to test the local current commutator
algebra of the weak hadronic current. In the derivation of the Adler sum rule the effects of both
non-conservation of the axial current and heavy-quark production are neglected.

Experimental tests of the Adler sum rule require the use of a hydrogen target to avoid nuclear
corrections to the bound nucleons inside the nuclei. The structure functions F ν

2 and F ν
2 have to be

determined from the corresponding differential cross sections and must be extrapolated to small
x values in order to evaluate the integral. The test performed in bubble chambers by the BEBC
Collaboration — the only test available — is limited by the modest statistics; it used about 9,000
ν and 5,000 ν events collected on hydrogen [48].

The LBNE program can provide the first high-precision test of the Adler sum rule. To this end, the
use of the high-energy beam tune shown in Figure 3.19, although not essential, would increase the
sensitivity, allowing attainment of higherQ2 values. Since the use of a liquid H2 bubble chamber is
excluded in the ND hall due to safety concerns, the (anti)neutrino interactions off a hydrogen target
can only be extracted with a subtraction method from the composite materials of the ND targets.
Using this technique to determine the position resolution in the location of the primary vertex is
crucial to reducing systematic uncertainties. For this reason, a precision test of the Adler sum rule
is best performed with the low-density magnetized ND.

A combination of two different targets — the polypropylene (C3H6)n foils placed in front of the
STT modules and pure carbon foils — are used in the low-density, magnetized ND to provide a
fiducial hydrogen mass of about 1 t. With the LBNE fluxes from the standard exposure, 5.0(1.5)×
106 ± 13(6.6) × 103(sub.) ν(ν) CC events (where the quoted uncertainty is dominated by the
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statistical subtraction procedure) would be collected on the hydrogen target. The level of precision
that can be achieved is sufficient to open up the possibility of making new discoveries in the quark
and hadron structure of the proton. No other comparable measurement is expected on the timescale
of LBNE.

7.6 Studies of (Anti)Neutrino-Nucleus Interactions
An integral part of the physics program envisioned for the LBNE ND involves detailed measure-
ments of (anti)neutrino interactions in a variety of nuclear targets. The LBNE ND offers substan-
tially larger statistics coupled with a much higher resolution and, in turn, lower systematic uncer-
tainties with respect to past experiments (Table 7.4) or ongoing and future ones (MINERνA [53],
T2K [57], NOνA [58]). The most important nuclear target is of course the argon target, which
matches the LBNE far detector. The ND standard target is polypropylene (C3H6)n, largely provided
by the mass of the STT radiators. An additional proposed ND target is argon gas in pressurized alu-
minum tubes with sufficient mass to provide '10 times the νµCC and NC statistics as expected in
the LBNE far detector. Equally important nuclear targets are carbon (graphite), which is essential
in order to get (anti)neutrino interactions on free protons through a statistical subtraction proce-
dure from the main polypropylene target (Section 7.5), and calcium. In particular, this latter target
has the same atomic weight (A = 40) as argon but is isoscalar. One additional nuclear target is
iron, which is used in the proposed India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO) [60]. The modularity
of the STT provides for successive measurements using thin nuclear targets (thickness < 0.1X0),
while the excellent angular and space resolution allows a clean separation of events originating
in different target materials. Placing an arrangement of different nuclear targets upstream of the
detector provides the desired nuclear samples in (anti)neutrino interactions. For example, a single
7-mm-thick calcium layer at the upstream end of the detector will provide about 3.1× 105 νµCC
interactions in one year.

Potential ND studies in nuclear effects include the following:

◦ nuclear modifications of form factors

◦ nuclear modifications of structure functions

◦ mechanisms for nuclear effects in coherent and incoherent regimes

◦ a dependence of exclusive and semi-exclusive processes

◦ effect of final-state interactions

◦ effect of short-range correlations

◦ two-body currents
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The study of nuclear effects in (anti)neutrino interactions off nuclei is directly relevant for the
long-baseline oscillation studies. The use of heavy nuclei like argon in the LBNE far detector re-
quires a measurement of nuclear cross sections on the same targets in the ND in order to reduce
signal and background uncertainties in the oscillation analyses. Cross-section measurements ob-
tained from other experiments using different nuclei are not optimal; in addition to the different
p/n ratio in argon compared to iron or carbon where measurements from other experiments exist,
nuclear modifications of cross sections can differ from 5% to 15% between carbon and argon for
example, while the difference in the final-state interactions could be larger. Additionally, nuclear
modifications can introduce a substantial smearing of the kinematic variables reconstructed from
the observed final-state particles. Detailed measurements of the dependence on the atomic number
A of different exclusive processes are then required in order to understand the absolute energy
scale of neutrino event interactions and to reduce the corresponding systematic uncertainties on
the oscillation parameters.

It is worth noting that the availability of a free-proton target through statistical subtraction of the
(C3H6)n and carbon targets (Section 7.5) will allow for the first time a direct model-independent
measurement of nuclear effects — including both the primary and final-state interactions — on the
argon target relevant for the far detector oscillation analysis.

Furthermore, an important question in nuclear physics is how the structure of a nucleon is modified
when said nucleon is inside the medium of a heavy nucleus as compared to a free nucleon like the
proton in a hydrogen nucleus. Studies of the ratio of structure functions of nuclei to those of free
nucleons (or in practice, the deuteron) reveal nontrivial deviations from unity as a function of x and
Q2. These have been well explored in charged-lepton scattering experiments, but little empirical
information exists from neutrino scattering. Measurements of structure using neutrino scattering
are complementary to those in charged-lepton scattering.

Another reason to investigate the nuclear-medium modifications of neutrino structure functions is
that most neutrino scattering experiments are performed on nuclear targets, from which informa-
tion on the free nucleon is inferred by performing a correction for the nuclear effects. In practice
this often means applying the same nuclear correction as for the electromagnetic structure func-
tions, which introduces an inherent model-dependence in the result. In particular, significant differ-
ences between photon-induced and weak-boson-induced nuclear structure functions are predicted,
especially at low Q2 and low x, which have not been tested. A striking example is offered by the
ratio R of the longitudinal-to-transverse structure functions [26]. While the electromagnetic ratio
tends to zero in the photoproduction limit, Q2 → 0, by current conservation, the ratio for neutrino
structure functions is predicted to be finite in this limit. Thus, significant discovery potential exists
in the study of neutrino scattering from nuclei.

The comparison of argon and calcium targets (40
18Ar and 40

20Ca) in the LBNE ND would be partic-
ularly interesting. Since most nuclear effects depend on the atomic weight A, inclusive properties
of (anti)neutrino interactions are expected to be the same for these two targets [26,61,62,63]. This
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fact would allow the use of both targets to model signal and backgrounds in the LBNE far de-
tector (argon target), as well as to compare LBNE results for nuclear effects on argon with the
extensive data on calcium from charged lepton DIS. In addition, a high-precision measurement of
(anti)neutrino interactions in both argon and calcium opens the possibility for studying a potential
flavor and isovector dependence of nuclear effects and to further test the isospin (charge symmetry)
in nuclei (Section 7.5). Evidence for any of these effects would constitute important discoveries.

Finally, the extraction of (anti)neutrino interactions on deuterium from the statistical subtraction
of H2O from D2O, which is required to measure the fluxes (Section 7.1), would allow the first
direct measurement of nuclear effects in deuterium. This measurement can be achieved since the
structure function of a free isoscalar nucleon is given by the average of neutrino and antineutrino
structure functions on hydrogen (F νn

2 = F νp
2 ). A precise determination of nuclear modifications

of structure functions in deuterium would play a crucial role in reducing systematic uncertainties
from the global PDF fits.

7.7 Search for Heavy Neutrinos

The most economical way to handle the problems of neutrino masses, dark matter and the
Baryon Asymmetry of the Universe in a unified way may be to add to the Standard Model
(SM) three Majorana singlet fermions with masses roughly on the order of the masses of
known quarks and leptons using the seesaw mechanism [64]. The appealing feature of this
theory (called the νMSM for Neutrino Minimal SM) [65] is that every left-handed fermion
has a right-handed counterpart, leading to a consistent way of treating quarks and leptons.

The most efficient mechanism proposed for producing these heavy sterile singlet states ex-
perimentally is through weak decays of heavy mesons and baryons, as can be seen from the
left-hand diagram in Figure 7.4, showing some examples of relevant two- and three-body
decays [66]. These heavy mesons can be produced by energetic protons scattering off the
LBNE neutrino production target and the heavy singlet neutrinos from their decays detected
in the near detector.

The lightest of the three new singlet fermions in the νMSM, is expected to have a mass from
1 keV to 50 keV [67] and could play the role of the dark matter particle [68]. The two other neu-
tral fermions are responsible for giving mass to ordinary neutrinos via the seesaw mechanism at
the electroweak scale and for creation of the Baryon Asymmetry of the Universe (BAU; for a re-
view see [67]). The masses of these particles and their coupling to ordinary leptons are constrained
by particle physics experiments and cosmology [66,69]. They should be almost degenerate, thus
nearly forming Dirac fermions (this is dictated by the requirement of successful baryogenesis). Dif-
ferent considerations indicate that their mass should be in the region ofO(1) GeV [70]. The mixing
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Figure 7.4: Left: Feynman diagrams of meson decays producing heavy sterile neutrinos. Right: Feynman
diagrams of sterile-neutrino decays.

angle, U2, between the singlet fermions and the three active-neutrino states must be small [65,71]
— otherwise the large mixing would have led to equilibration of these particles in the early Uni-
verse above the electroweak temperatures, and, therefore, to erasing of the BAU — explaining why
these new particles have not been seen previously.

Several experiments have conducted searches for heavy neutrinos, for example BEBC [72],
CHARM [73], NuTeV [74] and the CERN PS191 experiment [75,76] (see also a discussion of
different experiments in [69]). In the search for heavy neutrinos, the strength of the LBNE ND,
compared to earlier experiments, lies in reconstructing the exclusive decay modes, including elec-
tronic, hadronic and muonic. Furthermore, the detector offers a means to constrain and measure
the backgrounds using control samples.

In case of the LBNE experiment the relevant heavy mesons are charmed. With a typical lifetime
(in the rest frame) of about 10−10 s, these mesons mostly decay before further interaction, yielding
the sterile-neutrino flux. Since these sterile neutrinos are very weakly interacting they can cover
quite a large distance before decay, significantly exceeding the distance of roughly 500 m from the
target to the ND. The ND can search for decays of neutrinos into SM particles due to mixing with
active neutrinos, provided a sufficiently long instrumented decay region is available. Two examples
of the interesting decay modes are presented on the right panel of Figure 7.4. More examples can
be found in [66].

An estimate of sterile-neutrino events that can be observed in the LBNE ND, NLBNE
signal , is obtained

by comparing the relevant parameters of the LBNE and CHARM experiments. The number of
events grows linearly with the number of protons on target, the number of produced charmed
mesons, the detector length (decay region) and the detector area. In particular, this latter linear
increase is valid if the angular spread of the neutrino flux, which is on the order of NmMD/Ebeam,
is larger than the angle at which the ND is seen from the target. Here Nm is the multiplicity of the
produced hadrons, and the above condition is valid for both LBNE and CHARM. The number of
events decreases linearly when the energy increases, since this increases the lifetime, reducing the
decay probability within the detector. Finally, the number of mesons decreases quadratically with
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the distance between the target and the detector.

The considerations above imply that a search for νMSM sterile neutrinos in the LBNE ND can be
competitive after only five years of running with the reference beam, corresponding to an overall
integrated exposure of about 5× 1021 POT with a proton energy of 120 GeV. The use of a low-
density, high-resolution spectrometer in the ND substantially reduces backgrounds and allows the
detection of both leptonic and hadronic decay modes. Assuming a fiducial length of the magnetized
tracker of 7 m as decay region, the ratio between the signal event to be observed in the LBNE ND
and those in the CHARM experiment can be estimated to be more than a factor of 50 after only
four years of running. Since both production and decay rates are proportional to the square of
the neutrino mixing angles, the corresponding improvement in the square of the neutrino mixing
angle U2 will be about a factor of seven with respect to the CHARM experiment. Figure 7.5 shows
the projected LBNE sensitivity in the (U2,M) plane. At lower values of the mass of the heavy
neutrinos, additional constraints can be obtained for kaons by comparing the LBNE and PS191
experiments, as shown in Figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.5: Upper limits on U2, the mixing angle between heavy sterile neutrinos and the light active states,
coming from the Baryon Asymmetry of the Universe (solid lines), from the seesaw mechanism (dotted line)
and from the Big Bang nucleosynthesis (dotted line). The regions corresponding to different experimental
searches are outlined by blue dashed lines. Left panel: normal hierarchy; right panel: inverted hierarchy
(adopted from [77]). Pink and red curves indicate the expected sensitivity of the LBNE near detector with
an exposure of 5× 1021 POT (∼ 5 years) with the 1.2-MW reference beam at 120 GeV for detector lengths
of 7 m and 30 m , respectively (see text for details).

It must be noted that exploitation of the complete 5 + 5 years (ν + ν) years of data taking would
further improve the number of expected events by a factor of two, since it scales linearly with the
number of protons on target. With the beam upgrade to 2.3-MW, this improvement would become
a factor of four with respect to the initial five year run and the 1.2 MW beam.

A better sensitivity to νMSM can be achieved by instrumenting the upstream region of the ND
hall (e.g., with the liquid argon detector and some minimal tracking device upstream). The fiducial
volume of the new detector will need to be empty (material-free) or fully sensitive in order to
suppress background events. The geometry of the ND hall would allow a maximal decay length of
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about 30 m. The sensitivity of this configuration can be estimated by rescaling the expected limits
on the neutrino mixing angle U2. The expected number of signal events with a total decay length
of ∼ 30 m exceeds by about 200 (800) times the number of events in CHARM after a five (5 +5)
year run with the standard (upgraded) beam. In turn, this implies an improvement by a factor of 15
(28) in the sensitivity to U2 with respect to the CHARM experiment.

If the magnetic moment of the sterile neutrinos is sizeable, the dominant decay channel would be
a radiative electromagnetic decay into γν, which has also been proposed as a possible explanation
for the observed MiniBooNE low-energy excess [78]. This possibility, in turn, requires a detector
capable of identifying and reconstructing single photon events. The low-density ND in LBNE can
achieve an excellent sensitivity to this type of search as demonstrated by a similar analysis in
NOMAD [79].

7.8 Search for High ∆m2 Neutrino Oscillations

The evidence for neutrino oscillations obtained from atmospheric, long-baseline accelerator, so-
lar and long-baseline reactor data from different experiments consistently indicates two different
scales, with ∆m2

32 ∼2.4× 10−3 eV2 defining the atmospheric oscillations (also long-baseline ac-
celerator and short-baseline reactor scales) and ∆m2

21 ∼7.9× 10−5 eV2 defining the solar oscil-
lations (and long-baseline reactor oscillations). The only way to accommodate oscillations with
relatively high ∆m2 at the eV2 scale as suggested by the results from the LSND experiment [80]
is therefore to add one or more sterile neutrinos to the conventional three light neutrinos.

Recently, the MiniBooNE experiment reported that its antineutrino data might be consistent with
the LSND νµ → νe oscillation with ∆m2 ∼ eV2 [81]. Contrary to the antineutrino data, the neu-
trino data seem to exclude high ∆m2 oscillations, possibly indicating a different behavior between
neutrinos and antineutrinos.

Models with five (3+2) or six (3+3) neutrinos can potentially explain the MiniBooNE results. In
addition to the cluster of the three neutrino mass states (accounting for solar and atmospheric mass
splitting), two (or three) states at the eV scale are added, with a small admixture of νe and νµ to
account for the LSND signal. One distinct prediction from such models is a significant probability
for νµ disappearance into sterile neutrinos, on the order of 10%, in addition to the small probability
for νe appearance.

Given a roughly 500-m baseline and a low-energy beam, the LBNE ND can reach the same
value L/Eν ∼ 1 as MiniBooNE and LSND. The large fluxes and the availability of fine-
grained detectors make the LBNE program well suited to search for active-sterile neutrino
oscillations beyond the three-flavor model with ∆m2 at the eV2 scale.
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Due to the potential differences between neutrinos and antineutrinos, four possibilities have to be
considered in the analysis: νµ disappearance, νµ disappearance, νe appearance and νe appearance.
As discussed in Section 7.1, the search for high ∆m2 oscillations has to be performed simultane-
ously with the in situ determination of the fluxes.

To this end, an independent prediction of the νe and νe fluxes starting from the measured νµ and
νµ CC distributions are required since the νe and νe CC distributions could be distorted by the
appearance signal. The low-ν0 method can provide such predictions if external measurements for
the K0

L component are available from hadro-production experiments (Section 7.1).

The study will implement an iterative procedure:

1. extraction of the fluxes from νµ and νµ CC distributions assuming no oscillations are present

2. comparison with data and determination of oscillation parameters (if any)

3. new flux extraction after subtraction of the oscillation effect

4. iteration until convergence

The analysis has to be performed separately for neutrinos and antineutrinos due to potential CP or
CPT violation, according to MiniBooNE/LSND data. The ratio of νe CC events to νµ CC events
will be measured:

Reµ(L/E) ≡ # of νeN → e−X

# of νµN → µ−X
(L/E); Reµ(L/E) ≡ # of νeN → e+X

# of νµN → µ+X
(L/E) (7.24)

This is then compared with the predictions obtained from the low-ν0 method. Deviations of Reµ

or Reµ from the expectations as a function of L/E would provide evidence for oscillations. This
procedure only provides a relative measurement of νe(νe) versus νµ(νµ); since the fluxes are ex-
tracted from the observed νµ and νµ CC distributions, an analysis of the Reµ(Reµ) ratio cannot
distinguish between νµ(νµ) disappearance and νe(νe) appearance.

The process of NC elastic scattering off protons (Section 7.3) can provide the complementary mea-
surement needed to disentangle the two hypotheses of νµ(νµ) disappearance into sterile neutrinos
and νe(νe) appearance. In order to cancel systematic uncertainties, the NC/CC ratio with respect
to QE scattering will be measured:

RNC(L/E) ≡ # of νp→ νp

# of νµn→ µ−p
(L/E); RNC(L/E) ≡ # of νp→ νp

# of νµp→ µ+n
(L/E) (7.25)

It is possible to reconstruct the neutrino energy from the proton angle and momentum under the
assumption that the nuclear smearing effects are small enough to neglect (the same for the neutrino
CC sample). In the oscillation analysis, only the relative distortions of the ratio RNC(RNC) as a
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function of L/E are of interest, not their absolute values. For Q2 > 0.2 GeV2 the relative shape of
the total cross sections is not very sensitive to the details of the form factors. To improve the energy
resolution, it is possible to use neutrino interaction events originating from the deuterium inside
the D2O target embedded into the fine-grained tracker. These events have better energy resolution
due to the smaller nuclear smearing effects in D2O.

An improved oscillation analysis is based on a simultaneous fit to bothReµ(Reµ) andRNC(RNC).
The first ratio provides a measurement of the oscillation parameters while the latter constrains the
νe(νe) appearance versus the νµ(νµ) disappearance. This analysis imposes two main requirements
on the ND:

◦ e+/e− separation to provide an unambiguous check of the different behavior between neu-
trinos and antineutrinos suggested by MiniBooNE

◦ accurate reconstruction of proton momentum and angle

Validation of the unfolding of the high ∆m2 oscillations from the in situ extraction of the ν(ν) flux
would also require changes to the beam conditions, since the ND cannot be easily moved. This
would require a short run with a high-energy beam and the capability to change or switch off the
beam focusing system.

7.9 Light (sub-GeV) Dark Matter Searches

According to the latest cosmological and astrophysical measurements, nearly eighty percent of the
matter in the Universe is in the form of cold, non-baryonic dark matter (DM) [82,83]. The search
to find evidence of the particle (or particles) that make up DM, however, has so far turned up
empty. Direct detection experiments and indirect measurements at the LHC, however, are starting
to severely constrain the parameter space of Weakly-Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs), one
of the leading candidates for DM. The lack of evidence for WIMPs at these experiments has forced
many in the theory community to reconsider.

Some theories consider an alternative possibility to the WIMP paradigm in which the DM mass is
much lighter than the electroweak scale (e.g., below the GeV level). In order to satisfy constraints
on the relic density of DM, these theories require that DM particles be accompanied by light
mediator particles that would have allowed for efficient DM annihilation in the early Universe. In
the simplest form of these theories an extra U(1) gauge field mixes with the SM U(1) gauge field,
but with an additional kinetic term. This mixing term provides a portal from the dark sector to the
charged particles of the SM. In this model, the mediators are called dark photons and are denoted
by V .
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Recently, a great deal of interest has been paid to the possibility of studying models of
light (sub-GeV) Dark Matter at low-energy, fixed-target experiments [84,85,86,87]. High-
flux neutrino beam experiments — such as LBNE — have been shown to potentially provide
coverage of DM+mediator parameter space that cannot be covered by either direct detection
or collider experiments.

Upon striking the target, the proton beam can produce the dark photons either directly through
pp(pn) → V as in the left-hand diagram of Figure 7.6 or indirectly through the production of a
π0 or a η meson which then promptly decays into a SM photon and a dark photon as in the center
diagram in the figure. For the case where mV > 2mDM , the dark photons will quickly decay into
a pair of DM particles.
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Figure 7.6: On the left is shown the direct production of a dark photon, while, in the center, the dark photon
is produced via the decay of a neutral pion or eta meson. In both cases, the dark photon promptly decays into
a pair of DM particles. Right: Tree-level scattering of a DM particle off of nuclei. Analogous interactions
with electrons in the detector are also possible.

The LBNE ND together with the high-intensity beam will provide an excellent setup for making
this measurement. The relativistic DM particles from the beam will travel along with the neutrinos
to the detector where they can be detected through NC-like interactions either with electrons or
nucleons, as shown in the right-hand diagram of Figure 7.6. Since the signature of a DM event
looks similar to that of a neutrino event, the neutrino beam provides the major source of background
for the DM signal.

Several ways have been proposed to suppress neutrino backgrounds using the unique characteris-
tics of the DM beam. Since DM will travel much more slowly than the much lighter neutrinos, DM
events in the ND will arrive out of time with the beam pulse. In addition, since the electrons struck
by DM will be in a much more forward direction compared to neutrino interactions, the angle of
these electrons may be used to reduce backgrounds, taking advantage of the ND’s fine angular
resolution.

Finally, a special run can be devised to turn off the focusing horn to significantly reduce the charged
particle flux that will produce neutrinos. Figure 7.7 shows the expected sensitivity of the Mini-
BooNE DM search using this technique [87]. With a wider-band, higher-energy, more intense
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LBNE

LBNE

Figure 7.7: Regions of nucleon-WIMP scattering cross section (corresponding to dark matter in the lab
moving with v = 10−3c). The plot usesmV = 300 MeV and α′ = 0.1. Constraints are shown from different
experiments. The left plot shows the exclusion regions expected from MiniBooNE given 1-10 (light green),
10-1000 (green), and more than 1000 (dark green) elastic scattering events off nucleons. The right panel
shows the same for elastic scattering off electrons. The magenta arrows indicate the region where LBNE can
extend the MiniBooNE sensitivity. Figure is based on studies in [87].

beam, LBNE is expected to not only cover the MiniBooNE sensitivity region with higher statis-
tics, but will also extend the sensitivity to cover the region between MiniBooNE and the direct
DM searches. If the LBNE ND were a LArTPC and the entire detector volume active, the effective
number of DM events detected would be much higher when compared to a MINOS-like detector
of the same mass. Much more thorough studies must be conducted to obtain reliable sensitivities.
This requires an integration of theoretical predictions into a simulation package for the detector.
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